Activation of *Helicobacter pylori* Causes Either Autoimmune Thyroid Diseases or Carcinogenesis in the Digestive Tract
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**Summary**

*Helicobacter pylori* has been implicated in stimulation of immune system, development of autoimmune endocrinopathies as autoimmune thyroiditis (AT) and on other hand induction of immunosupression activates gastric and extra-gastric diseases such as gastric ulcer or cancer. It causes persistent lifelong infection despite local and systemic immune response. Our results indicate that *Helicobacter pylori* might cause inhibition of the specific cellular immune response in *Helicobacter pylori*-infected patients with or without autoimmune diseases such as AT. We cannot also declare the carcinogenic effect in oropharynx. However the association of any infection agents and cancerogenesis exists. The adherence of *Helicobacter pylori* expression and enlargement of benign lymphatic tissue and the high incidence of the DNA of *Helicobacter pylori* in laryngopharyngeal and oropharyngeal cancer is reality. LTT appears to be a good tool for detection of immune memory cellular response in patients with *Helicobacter pylori* infection and AT. All these complications of *Helicobacter pylori* infection can be abrogated by successful eradication of *Helicobacter pylori*.
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**Introduction**

*Helicobacter pylori* is gram-negative, micro-aerophilic, spiral, and cosmopolitan bacterium. It has been associated with common gastric diseases, especially with chronic and active gastritis and peptic ulcer disease and, in some cases, also with gastric cancer. The bacterium was first described by Marshall and Warren in 1984. The public health importance of the *H. pylori* discovery was recognized in 2005 by acknowledgement of the Nobel Prize. The prevalence in Central and Eastern Europe is estimated from 60 to 95% (Covacci et al. 1999). Clinical manifestation appears in only 10-15% of infected individuals. Although much information on its epidemiology is known, the mechanism of the transmission remains unclear. There are three routes of transmission: oral-oral, fecal-oral and gastric-oral (Nomura et al. 1991). The stomach was supposed to be the only reservoir of infection in humans.

The most important virulence factors associated with gastric pathogenesis are CagA protein (cytotoxin) and VacA (vacuolating cytotoxin A). Genes encoding virulence factors of *H. pylori* are grouped in the cagPAI (Pathogenicity Island) region and some of them encode a type IV bacterial secretion apparatus. This apparatus translocates CagA into host cells in gastric mucosa. The CagA protein stimulates cell signaling through the interaction with several host proteins. This interaction leads to an increased release of cytokines, especially
interleukin 1, interleukin 6, interleukin 10 and tumor necrosis factor α and regulatory molecule production (Parsonnet et al. 1991, 1994).

VacA is also an important virulence factor as it causes vacuolation. There are differences among H. pylori strains in the structure of VacA. Two types of signal regions are known – s1 and s2. There are also two types of mid-regions known – m1 and m2. Strains bearing the VacA s1m1 gene showed higher degrees of gastric colonization (Parsonnet et al. 1991, Radosz-Komoniewska et al. 2005, Salama et al. 2013).

**Immunomodulation and autoimmunity**

The chronic inflammation can lead to autoimmune immunopathological reactivity. The most important mechanism by which H. pylori induces gastric autoimmunity is molecular mimicry, cross-reaction between antigens expressed both on H. pylori and on gastric parietal cells in proton pump, H*, K*-ATPase (Bergman et al. 2005, D’Elios et al. 2004). Besides gastric disorders, the H. pylori etiology is discussed in connection with the development of different extra-gastric diseases such as vascular, skin and autoimmune diseases such as autoimmune thyroiditis (De Koster et al. 2000, Martin-de-Argila et al. 1995, Nilsson et al. 2005, Realdi et al. 1999, Solnick et al. 2006, Tsang and Lam 1999).

Immunological changes caused by H. pylori in the stomach mucosa were explained recently (Tummala et al. 2004). H. pylori induces local and systemic immune response involving both innate and adaptive immunity. Despite of a cellular and humoral immune response, the host organism is often not able to eliminate the H. pylori infection. The inability of the host to clear the infection and pronounced inflammatory response leads to persistent infection and tissue damage. During the H. pylori infection, the lymphocytes are predominantly differentiated to Th1 subtypes that are associated with cytotoxic reaction responsible for damage of gastric mucosa rather than elimination of the infection (Portal-Celhay and Perez-Perez 2006, Robinson et al. 2007, Suarez et al. 2006, Velin and Michetti 2006).

The inability to eliminate the infection may be due to bacterial virulence determinants and immune-escape strategies as well as an inappropriate host immune response. H. pylori LPS, compared with other gram-negative bacteria, has been described as a poor TLR activator of the innate immune response and H. pylori flagellin as well (Bliss et al. 1998, Gewirtz et al. 2004, Muotiala et al. 1992). The pathogen-recognition molecule Nod1-mediated interaction appears to be more important for induction of the inflammatory response than those mediated by TLR-4 and TLR-5, especially in CagA positive H. pylori strains (O’Keeffe and Moran 2008, Viala et al. 2004). Part of H. pylori strains possesses cytotoxin-associated gene pathogenicity island (cag-PAI) encoding a type IV bacterial secretion system through which a CagA protein, the most important H. pylori virulence factor, is translocated into gastric epithelial cells to induce pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-8 (Blaser and Atherton 2004, Crabtree et al. 1994).

H. pylori has several mechanisms to elude host defences (Portal-Celhay and Perez-Perez 2006). It is able to survive the acidic gastric environment by producing the enzyme urease, which metabolizes urea to carbon dioxide and ammonia to buffer the gastric acid. H. pylori moves across gastric mucus and can adhere to epithelial cells using a variety of adhesin-like proteins (Sachs et al. 2003). Once adhered to epithelial cells, H. pylori induces a strong immune system response (Crabtree et al. 1994). This response does not lead to elimination of the bacterium, but causes development of chronic inflammation. H. pylori is not eradicated unless an infected individual is treated with a combination of antibiotics (Portal-Celhay and Perez-Perez 2006). Chemical products of H. pylori attract cells of the immune system into lamina propria (Blanchard et al. 2004). It was shown that H. pylori can induce the maturation and activation of monocyte-derived dendritic cells. This activity is mediated by TLRs (Toll-like receptors) expressed on antigen presenting cells and leads to promotion of NK and Th1 effector responses (Portal-Celhay and Perez-Perez 2006). IFN-γ producing Th1 polarized T cells and activated NK cells have been suggested to play an important role for development of severe pathologies (Hafsi et al. 2004).

Systemic immune and inflammatory responses to H. pylori were described extensively related to extra-gastrointestinal system diseases. Recent studies have identified a potential relationship between H. pylori infection and the pathogenesis of cardiovascular, neurological, dermatological, immunological, hematological, hepatobiliary, ophthalmological and gynecological diseases, and organ specific autoimmune diseases (autoimmune thyropathies) (Hasni 2012), as well as diabetes mellitus (De Koster et al. 2000, Martin-de-Argila et al. 1995, Nilsson et al. 2005, Realdi et al. 1999,
Solnick et al. 2006, Tsang and Lam 1999), systemic autoimmune diseases – Sjögren’s syndrome (Figura et al. 2010). A role of H. pylori in the development of lower respiratory disease has also been suggested, but a pathophysiological association has not been proven.

Our study in Czech Republic demonstrated the occurrence of H. pylori in the same rates as in other developed countries with a slightly lower occurrence of seropositive anti-TPO and anti-Tg, and confirmed the link of H. pylori infection to the gastric parietal autoimmunity (Sterzl et al. 2008) and autoimmune thyroiditis (Hybenova et al. 2010b).

In patients with autoimmune thyropathies, mainly with the atrophic form of autoimmune thyroiditis but also in patients with Graves’ thyrotoxicosis and Hashimoto’s thyroiditis an increased prevalence of H. pylori was described. That finding is supported by a finding of elevated levels of IgG anti-H. pylori antibodies and by the breath test results. In patients suffering from autoimmune thyroiditis and infection by H. pylori also abnormalities in the secreting function of the stomach were found (elevated levels of gastrin, pepsinogen I and pepsinogen II) (Yanaoka et al. 2009).

Recently Figura et al. (1999) described that monoclonal antibodies against Cag antigen of H. pylori react with the follicular cells of the thyroid. H. pylori having the Cag pathogenicity island is a carrier of a gene coding the endogenous peroxidase. According to this, CagA positive H. pylori infection increases the risk of the development of autoimmune thyroiditis (Figura et al. 1999).

In our study, we have determined specific cellular immune response to H. pylori antigens in two groups of H. pylori infected patients using modified lymphocyte transformation test, LTT-MELISA, before and after eradication therapy in comparison with healthy controls. In comparison with healthy H. pylori negative controls, immune reactivity to majority of H. pylori antigens was significantly lower in group before eradication therapy. In this group, significant increase of immune reactivity was observed in certain H. pylori antigens after successful eradication. Our results indicate that H. pylori might cause inhibition of the specific cellular immune response in H. pylori infected patients with or without autoimmune diseases such as AT, which can be abrogated by successful eradication of H. pylori. LTT appears to be a good tool for detection of immune memory cellular response in patients with H. pylori infection (Hybenova et al. 2010a).

H. pylori infection in gastric mucosa is associated with the production of both proinflammatory and immunomodulatory cytokines. Changes in secretion of IL-8, IL-1beta, IL-6, TNF-alpha, TGF-beta were described (Stromberg et al. 2003). These cytokines are produced by both the immune system and epithelial cells. The response of host cells is dependent on production of H. pylori virulence factors (Blanchard et al. 2004). The most important virulence factors, which are associated with gastric diseases, are CagA (cytotoxic associated gene A) and VacA (vacuolating cytotoxin A).

Carcinogenesis and immunosuppression

Long lasting inflammatory response may cause an accumulation of genetic defects in epithelial cells, altered cell growth regulation resulting in carcinogenesis. H. pylori has been classified as class I carcinogen by the World Health Organization (Logan 1994). About 1% H. pylori infected individuals develop Bystric adenocarcinoma and in a few percent, infection leads to MALT lymphoma. It was also described that H. pylori could act in pathogenesis of oropharyngeal carcinogenesis (Akbayir et al. 2005, Kizilay et al. 2006, Nurgalieva et al. 2005, Pavlik et al. 2007). However, the exact mechanism of carcinogenesis has not yet been fully understood. The immunosuppression can be mediated by H. pylori VacA or induction of T regulatory cells (Gebert et al. 2004, Lundgren et al. 2003). H. pylori CagA has been suggested as a direct mutagen (Hatakeyama 2009). There are three supposed ways of H. pylori carcinogenic action: 1) H. pylori could act as direct mutagen. Interaction of intracellular signaling molecules and H. pylori CagA may predispose cells to accumulate multiple genetic and epigenetic changes that promote multistep carcinogenesis (Hatakeyama and Brzozowski 2006). 2) H. pylori produced VacA can cause immunosuppression by blocking proliferation of T cells (Boncristiano et al. 2003). 3) H. pylori can induce cell proliferation by increasing levels of several cytokines and regulatory molecules, which are involved in tumor formation and cell transformation (Konturek et al. 1997). Current information about regulation mechanism of epithelial tissue by cytokines and regulatory molecules focus an interest mainly on Epithelial Growth Factor (EGF), Transforming Growth Factor (TGF) and NO synthases (Yanaoka et al. 2009, Gebert et al. 2004, Hasni 2012, Schiemann et al. 2002).

H. pylori and the CagA gene have frequently

Several studies have detected H. pylori in adenoids and considered that the adenoids might serve as an ecological niche and as an extra-gastric reservoir for H. pylori. However, contradictory opinions have also been expressed. An analysis of 78 pediatric patients concluded that adenoid inflammation and enlargement are probably not due to ongoing H. pylori infection. In addition, some authors reported that H. pylori has a limited (if any) role in the process of adenoid disease (Kraus et al. 2014). The pathophysiological role of H. pylori in adenoid tissue remains controversial and a definitive relationship between H. pylori and adenoid disease has not been established.

Multivariate regression analyses in two case control studies identified H. pylori infection as an independent risk factor for laryngohypopharyngeal carcinoma (Lukes et al. 2013, Rezaai et al. 2008). A recent study of a large patient cohort associated immunohistochemically detected H. pylori expression in oral squamous cell carcinoma with reduced disease-free survival.

In contrast, others have not found H. pylori in head and neck cancers or in laryngeal carcinoma samples (Lukes et al. 2013, Nartova et al. 2014, Pavlik et al. 2007). PCR, culture and immunohistochemical methods did not detect H. pylori in head and neck tumor tissues from 31 patients, even though 21 of them carried anti-H. pylori antibodies. A statistically significant difference in the incidence of H. pylori seropositivity between patients with head and neck cancer and controls has not yet been reported and others have shown that H. pylori infection either protects against or promotes laryngopharyngeal carcinoma.

The presence of H. pylori in head and neck tumor tissues and/or the stomach of patients with head and neck malignancies might be widespread; however, more information is required about H. pylori activities in patients with head and neck carcinogenesis.

**Helicobacter pylori: nucleic acid detection and genotyping**

H. pylori genetic analysis was based on primers and hybridization probes designed by van Doorn (2001). Three real-time PCR assays had been developed in cooperation with TIB – Molbiol GmbH, Berlin, Germany for: the CagA gene, middle region of the VacA gene and the last for the VacA gene signal region. In order to confirm H. pylori infection in patients, serological analysis was performed. Serum samples were tested by quantitative commercial ELISA tests (EIA Helicobacter pylori, Test-Line, Czech Republic) on IgG, IgA and IgM antibodies. For specific anti-CagA protein antibodies detection, the commercial test Helicobacter p120 (CagA) ELISA TestLine was used.

**Discussion**

In recent years, many authors have described H. pylori as a well-known gastric pathogen, but many of them also described the presence of H. pylori in other human body areas such as dental plaque, saliva tonsillar and adenoid tissue (Katra et al. 2014, Kraus et al. 2014, Nartova et al. 2014). Several studies have shown inhibitory effects of another important H. pylori virulence factor, vacuolating toxin VacA on the T cell’s proliferation (Boncristiano et al. 2003, Gebert et al. 2004, Molinari et al. 1998, Sundrud et al. 2004). H. pylori can induce H. pylori-specific regulatory T cells that actively suppress T-cell response. The elimination of regulatory T cells led to restoration of the proliferative response to H. pylori (Kandulski et al. 2008, Lundgren et al. 2003, Das et al. 2006) presented that expression of the co-stimulatory molecule B7-H1 by gastric epithelial cells is higher in H. pylori infected, and this molecule can interact with mucosal T-cells resulting in suppression of T-cell activity.

Another studies on H. pylori immunity indicated that infection might induce T cell hyporesponsiveness. Both peripheral blood lymphocytes and gastric lymphocytes from H. pylori positive patients were shown to respond to in vitro stimulation by H. pylori antigens with low cytokine secretion and proliferation relative to
*H. pylori* negative controls (Birkholz et al. 1993, Fan et al. 1994, Karttunen 1991, Knipp et al. 1993, Malfitano et al. 2006, Windle et al. 2005). Chmiela et al. (1996a,b) demonstrated that activation or immunosuppression can depend on the concentration of *H. pylori* and its products. In other study, inhibition of lymphocyte proliferative response to *H. pylori* by plastic adherent cells was described (Uyub and Anuar 2001).

We observed higher stimulation after autologous than heterologous *H. pylori* in proliferation response of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC). It is in contrast with other study, where proliferative response of PBMC was significantly lower after autologous than after heterologous stimulation. However, there was no significant difference when T cell activation markers were observed (Jakob et al. 2001).

For better characterization of immune response to *H. pylori*, we have also determined CagA/VacA status of *H. pylori* infection in patients based on serological examination and genotyping of *H. pylori* strains isolated from patients. CagA protein has been described as a antigen with high pro-inflammatory potential (Blaser and Atherton 2004, Crabtree et al. 1994). In CagA positive *H. pylori* infected patients, we detected higher immune reactivity in comparison with CagA negative patients. CagA protein is main virulence factor of *H. pylori* so probably strong immune response maybe induced in order to eliminate the invader harming significantly the host.

Although some studies demonstrated relevance of *H. pylori* infection in AT (Bertalot et al. 2004, de Luis et al. 1998), we did not observe differences between immune cellular reactivity in *H. pylori* infected patients with or without AT. In agreement with other study (Figura et al. 1999), we found higher prevalence of anti-CagA antibodies in patients with AT. These data indicate that *H. pylori* might cause inhibition of the specific cellular immune response in *H. pylori* infected patients with or without autoimmune diseases such as AT. This immunosuppression can be reversed by successful eradication of *H. pylori*. LTT appears to be a good tool for detection of immune memory cellular response rather than a diagnostic tool of *H. pylori* infection. Our results give a strong support to eradication therapy of *H. pylori* in general where eradication could lead to restitution of cell immune response.

The oral cavity, in particular, tonsillar tissue, is now considered to be a possible extragastric reservoir of *H. pylori* infection (DiBaise et al. 2002, Katra et al. 2014, Kim et al. 2007). Culture achieves 80-90 % sensitivity, but from the oropharynx area, it has not had such success.

Immunohistochemistry was used in several studies (Sezen et al. 2013, Wibawa et al. 2011). PCR assay is to date considered the most appropriate method for detection of oropharyngeal *H. pylori*. This method was reported 100 % sensitivity and specificity of detection (Skinner et al. 2001). In contrast, Hussey et al. (2011) denied previous results of studies that had used PCR method for *H. pylori* detection in tonsillar tissue. In contrast to our study, Di Bonaventura et al. (2000, 2001) did not describe tonsillar tissue like an extragastric reservoir of *H. pylori*. They detected no positive samples by culture and immunohistochemistry. In their study, there were also detected no positive tonsillar samples by PCR. In accordance with our study *H. pylori* was detected in 64 % of adenoid and tonsillar tissue specimens using PCR (16S rRNA gene). Based on comparison of our results and the results of other studies, we can conclude that oropharyngeal lymphatic tissue is an extragastric reservoir of *H. pylori*. Our results support the high sensitivity and specificity of the real-time PCR technique.

The seronegativity in some patients does not exclude the presence of *H. pylori* in tonsillar tissue where it is detectable by the real-time PCR method. Our results support the hypothesis that *H. pylori* plays a role in the pathogenesis of chronic tonsillitis because of the high presence of genotype VacA s1m1 (37.5 %). Another interesting fact is that the majority of CagA-negative genotypes isolated from tonsillar tissue (55 out of 72-76.39 %) leads to idea that the main virulence factor in gastric infections CagA may not be of such importance in infections of the tonsils.

Long-term colonization of tonsillar tissue by *H. pylori* lacking CagA protein may lead to development of chronic inflammation and alteration of immune system mechanisms. There are few studies investigating the presence of *H. pylori* in patients with sleep apnoea syndrome (SAS). Nartova et al. (2014) found that the seroprevalence of *H. pylori* in patients with SAS was 75.5 %, so they concluded that *H. pylori* may be associated with SAS. Oral cavity (saliva and dental plaque) is now considered a possible extragastric reservoir of *H. pylori*.

The published works dealing with oropharyngeal and nasopharyngeal detection of *H. pylori* infection have yielded contradictory results. Pharyngeal detection of *H. pylori* was reported in the range of 0-90 %. Regarding that the various authors used different
methods of detection, it is not possible to reach valuable conclusions. Frequently used tests like CLO test and RUT appears to be inappropriate methods for diagnosis of pharyngeal *H. pylori*. The presence of other urease-producing bacterial strains in the pharynx can lead to false positive results.

Culture has proved to be very difficult and not very resistant to external influences, which may even prevent a successful detection. Molecular diagnostics (PCR) can be regarded as a method with sufficient sensitivity and specificity. Results achieved by these methods demonstrated the presence of *H. pylori* in the lymphoid tissue of oropharynx and nasopharynx. PCR method allows not only detect the presence of *H. pylori* infection, but also genotyping of strains within the tissue. The fact remains that the PCR methods allow determine the presence of bacterial DNA but cannot determine whether the DNA comes from live or dead bacteria. Results of culture despite the very low numbers of positive results indicate the possible presence of viable bacteria capable of reproduction. High susceptibility of *H. pylori* in adverse effects during transport of specimens or during handling in the laboratory can explain low numbers of positive results of culture. Also, a frequent colonization of oropharyngeal tissue by other bacterial species can have a significant influence on the failure of the culture of *H. pylori*.

The assumption that the oropharyngeal *H. pylori* infection may contribute to oropharyngeal carcinogenesis as a direct mutagen was not confirmed yet. An analogous situation, however, occurs in the stomach, where prevalence of *H. pylori* infection among the population is reported between 40-80 %, serious stomach problems such as gastroduodenal ulcer disease or gastric cancer has only 10-15 % of infected. Virulence of *H. pylori* strains varies according to the production of toxins. This production is due to the presence of virulence factor genes. Most important are the CagA gene and VacA gene. The main carcinogenic effect of *H. pylori* is associated with the presence of CagA gene and s1/m1 combination of alleles of VacA gene. Recent studies indicate that *H. pylori* may exist in the oropharynx independently to the gastric infection. Comparison of genotypes of *H. pylori* in the oral cavity, oropharynx, and stomach showed that an individual can host more than one strain of *H. pylori* in various locations. Differences were found in the presence of CagA gene and in the structure of VacA gene. The findings of *H. pylori* in the oral cavity and oropharynx without demonstrable specific anti-*H. pylori* antibodies in serum are remarkable. This could be explained by an early detection of *H. pylori* presence after primary infection, when the antibody response has not started yet. Next, the possibility that *H. pylori* could colonize the oral cavity and the oropharynx without inducing the host immune response must be considered. Another possible explanation is the presence of *H. pylori* coccoid forms. These are viable forms of bacteria that cannot be cultivated by conventional microbiological techniques and are characterized by a reduced virulence.

The question of transmission of *H. pylori* has not been satisfactorily resolved yet. If we consider the oral-oral or fecal-oral route as a way of transmission, we can assume finding of the same *H. pylori* strains in the oropharynx and stomach in the same individual. The findings of different genotypes in both locations still lack an accurate explanation. Inoculation of mixtures of *H. pylori* strains and consequently their different settlements in the different areas according to sensitivity of the strains could be one of the possible explanations. It can be assumed that the area of the oropharynx is less favorable for *H. pylori*, and can only be colonized by more resistant strains. One of the negative factors for growth and reproduction of *H. pylori* is the presence of other bacterial strains that were able to stop the growth of *H. pylori* during in vitro experiments. A variety of bacterial colonization in the oral cavity and oropharynx can be assumed.

Epidemiological data on the prevalence of *H. pylori* infection published in the literature are often based on serological detection of specific anti-*H. pylori* antibodies. The prevalence of infection is reported 40-80 %. The presence of anti-*H. pylori* antibodies was given in relation only to gastric infection. The newly obtained data prove the possibility of the presence of *H. pylori* infection in other locations independently to the gastric infection. This should be considered in future epidemiological studies.

Not only antibodies should be evaluated but also identification of the exact location of the infection must be done. In the future it would be appropriate to focus attention on local effects of *H. pylori* in oropharyngeal lymphoid tissue. Changes in the expression of some cytokines caused by *H. pylori*, which were described in the gastric mucosa, can be expected in the oropharyngeal tissue. Another study focused on oropharyngeal *H. pylori* genotyping should be done. In the case that high virulent *H. pylori* strains can survive in oropharyngeal tissue, translocation of toxins into the oropharyngeal mucosa...
cells with subsequent cytokine response can be expected. Nevertheless this assumption has not been confirmed nor refuted yet.

In contrast to Unal et al. (2006) and Ye et al. (2009), we used the DNA detection and genotype analysis for H. pylori presence in oropharynx. In our study, we verified the presence of H. pylori directly in tonsillar tissue in patients with SAS. Our detection of H. pylori DNA in 24 of total 29 samples (82.76 %), out of which 79.17 % were CagA negative, support the hypothesis that H. pylori plays a role in pathogenesis of SAS. Our results on H. pylori DNA detection and Helicobacter seropositivity show 26.32 % discrepancy, slightly in favor of real-time PCR (15.79 % compared to 10.53 %). This shows that absence of seropositivity does not mean absence of H. pylori infection, while presence of IgG may be anamnestic.

In conclusion, our study supports the possible role of H. pylori in chronic tonsillitis and SAS. Therefore, eradication of H. pylori infection, even if it concerns CagA negative genotypes, may prevent future oropharyngeal pathology.

Statistical analysis on comparison of H. pylori infection in the groups of chronic tonsillitis and SAS using χ² test showed that the H. pylori presence in tonsillar tissue does not depend on the type of oropharyngeal disease (p=0.756).

Oropharyngeal tonsillar tissue is an extragastric reservoir of H. pylori infection. The mechanism of etiological effect is still unclear.

Conclusions

The H. pylori is an infection agents with multivariate action in the tissues. In patients with autoimmune thyropathies, mainly with the atrophic form of autoimmune thyroiditis but also in patients with Graves’ thyrotoxicosis and Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, an increased prevalence of H. pylori was described. The presence of DNA in oropharyngeal area showed the potential of Helicobacter influence to local immunity. We cannot declare the carcinogenic effect in oropharynx. But the association of any infection agents and cancerogenesis exist. The adherence of H. pylori expression and enlargement of benign lymphatic tissue and the high incidence of the DNA of H. pylori in laryngopharyngeal or oropharyngeal cancer is reality. We suggest more studies about the association of different genotypes and his influence in local immunity. The main hypothesis is: Some infection agents modified local immunity in oropharyngeal region and “open” the door to the neoplasias and cancers. This agents modified, (depressed) the local immunity. The infection agents (H. pylori) start the Th1 and Th2 answer with overproduction of initiators of blocker of apoptosis, the modification of tyrosine kinase signal pathway. More questions and little bit answers yet.
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